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Abstract—Recently, network embedding (NE) is an amazing
research point in complex networks and devoted to a variety of
tasks. Nearly, all the methods and models of NE are based on
the local, high-order, or global similarity of the networks, and
few studies have focused on the role discovery or structural sim-
ilarity, which is of great significance in spreading dynamics and
network theory. Meanwhile, existing NE models for role discov-
ery suffer from two limitations, that is: 1) they fail to model the
varying dependencies between each node and its neighbor nodes
and 2) they cannot capture the effective node features which are
helpful to role discovery, which makes these methods ineffec-
tive when applied to the role discovery task. To solve the above
problems of NE for role discovery or structural similarity, we
propose a unified deep learning framework, called RDAA, which
can effectively represent features of nodes and benefit the Role
Discovery-guided NE with a deep autoencoder, while modeling
the local links with an Attention mechanism. In addition, we
design an elaborately binding technique to combine both parts
and optimize the framework in a unified way. We conduct differ-
ent experiments, including visualization, role classification, role
discovery, and running time compared to popular NE methods for
both proximity and structural similarity. The RDAA has better
performance on all the datasets and achieves good tradeoffs.

Index Terms—Attention mechanism, autoencoder, network
representation, role discovery, structural similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE EXPLOSIVE growth of social media promotes the
rapid development of social network analysis. Due to

the sparsity of large-scale networks in the real world, how
to effectively represent node information is extremely impor-
tant for many network tasks [1]. Network embedding (NE),
a recently most popular tool for representing and analyzing
large-scale networks, aims to embed network nodes into low
dimension space while preserving important characteristics of
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the network topology [2]. Then, the learned node represen-
tations that preserve the structure information can be applied
to downstream tasks of network analysis, for example, node
classification [3], community detection [4], recommendation
systems [5], and link prediction [6].

A variety of methods and models has been proposed for
NE, which can generally be divided into methods based on
random walks, matrix factorization, statistical network models,
and machine learning. Inspired by word2vec [7], DeepWalk [8]
was first devoted to learning the node embedding based on
the classical random walks on graphs and optimized via
Hierarchical Softmax, and then some other methods are also
developed with different types of random walks [6]. Singular
value decomposition (SVD) and non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion are widely applied in NE because of their optimality for
low-rank characteristics. In addition, NE approaches based on
neural networks, especially deep learning, have been continu-
ously proposed [1], [9]. For instance, SDNE [10] can jointly
exploit the first-order and second-order proximities for node
embedding based on the autoencoder, DVNE [11] can main-
tain the network structure by integrating the uncertainty of
node embedding based on variational autoencoders (VAEs),
GraphSAGE [12] can leverage node feature information to
efficiently generate node embeddings for previously unseen
data, and besides, a theoretical framework for analyzing graph
neural networks for embedding was proposed in [13], more
efficient robust optimization [14] and community enhance-
ment [15] methods are also proposed. More detailed reviews
can be seen in [16]–[18]. Essentially, most of these works
attempt to preserve the local (first and second similarity), high-
order (motif and community similarity), or global proximity
of the network structure [19] or a combination.

In a variety of real-world networks, however, there are some
cases where two nodes have the same role or occupy the same
position even though they do not share a connection or even
are far apart [20], which is also known as the structural simi-
larity problem. Our goal is to learn embeddings that can assign
node roles. As shown in Fig. 1, although node f and node d
are far apart in the network, they play the same role as both of
them are surrounded by red nodes. This usually corresponds
to the connotation of role discovery or structural similarity in
complex networks, which can be used in online advertising
campaigns of online social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
and Yelp), and is of great significance in spreading, network
theory, and network analysis [16]. Taking into account the
particularity of this problem, however, all these methods have
failed without exception.
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Fig. 1. Example of co-authorship networks (nodes represent the authors and
links denote the cooperative relationships) illustrates the challenges role-based
NE faced.

Specifically, role discovery or structural similarity [21] is
usually expressed as searching a set of nodes with similar con-
nection patterns in the network. In principle, there are indeed
some different types of traditional ways that can solve this
problem [22], for example, graph-based, feature-based, and
hybrid methods. For all these methods, the most important
step for role discovery is to extract node features either from
complex networks or computing the similarity according to the
adjacency matrix of the network. However, these traditional
role discovery works, based on feature engineering [23] or
matrix decomposition [24], are unable to deal with large-scale
social networks. In the trend of NE, because of the essential
difference between this problem and the previous node embed-
ding, how to learn role discovery-guided NE is still an open
and important issue [25].

Recently, a few schemes that focus on learning embed-
ding for role discovery or structural similarity have been
developed in [20] and [26]–[29]. Node embedding for the role
or structural similarity, however, still faces many challenges as
follows.

1) Nodes that play the same role are generally discon-
nected [30]. As depicted in Fig. 1, nodes with struc-
turally similar neighbors, such as node d and node f ,
usually are far away in the network.

2) The role of a node depends on its neighbor nodes and
has different dependencies with its neighbor nodes. As
shown in Fig. 1, node f and node s have the same
role because they are both connected to several red
nodes, while the role of node f is independent of
the roles of node e and node u. However, the current
work like DRNE [20] ignores the varying dependen-
cies between each node and its neighbor nodes. How to
learn embeddings focusing on the most relevant depen-
dencies between each node and its neighbors has not
been resolved.

3) Extracting implicit role features from the network to
guide role-based NE is an interesting but difficult task.
Although node2vec [6] can extract role features to
some extent through structural similarity [31], it is not
enough to leverage the breadth-first search to obtain
local features for role discovery. It is essential to study
a role discovery-guided NE method to address these
challenges.

On the one hand, for challenges 1 and 2, we design a role
attention mechanism, which cannot only drive recursive sim-
ilarity [21] through recursive learning steps (for challenge 1)
but also naturally aggregate its neighbor nodes embedding (for
challenge 2). On the other hand, for challenge 3, we take an
effective feature extraction method to extract high-dimensional
feature representations of nodes, which can reveal their roles
in a given network. Although the two parts are essential to role
discovery, it is unrealistic and inefficient to preserve varying
dependencies between each node and its neighbors and fea-
tures. Then, the most important problem is how to learn a node
embedding with the role attention and the role feature matrix
via a unified model, which makes the embeddings of nodes
reveal the role characteristics more effectively.

In order to solve the aforementioned challenges, we design
a unified deep learning framework, called RDAA, for role
discovery guided NE. First, we use a recursive feature extrac-
tion method to obtain the high-dimensional role features of
nodes, which may explore potential role characteristics that
the observed structural information cannot achieve. Then, we
leverage the autoencoder framework to encode that into a
vector space and then derive a role attention mechanism to
effectively describe the varying dependencies between each
node with its neighbor nodes. Finally, we design an elabo-
rately binding technique to combine the two parts together. In
detail, through integrating the autoencoder and role attention
based on the hidden feature representation for the attention
mechanism, we design a joint loss function for training so
that the above two parts can be mutually enhanced. In addi-
tion, extensive experiments are conducted both quantitatively
and qualitatively to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.

The major contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) We design the RDAA, a unified deep learning frame-

work for role discovery guided NE, which integrates the
autoencoder and role attention mechanism.

2) The proposed deep learning framework can extract the
features of the role, effectively depict the varying depen-
dencies between each node and its neighbor nodes
information and cleverly integrate the above two parts
in principle.

3) The experimental results on role-based tasks, includ-
ing structural role classification, role visualization, and
a case study of role discovery on several real-world
networks illustrate that the RDAA model can achieve
significant improvements compared to other state-of-the-
art methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Here, we introduce some important works on role discovery,
NE guided by role discovery or structural similarity, and the
autoencoder framework.

A. Role Discovery

In network science, role discovery, which aims to dis-
criminate the functions or behaviors of nodes [21], has been
researched for decades [32]–[36]. It is considered that nodes in
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similar roles have similar connectivity patterns (or higher order
structure) [37]. Lorrain and White [32] first defined the roles
of nodes based on structural equivalence. This criterion states
that nodes connected to the same neighbors play the same
role. It is so strict that loses effectiveness for nodes far from
each other in the network. To relax this criterion, White and
Reitz proposed regular equivalence [34] that nodes in the same
role have role-equivalent neighbors. Nowicki and Snijders [36]
proposed stochastic equivalence, which elucidates that the role
of a node is determined by the distribution of neighbors’
roles. No matter what later approaches are leveraged to min-
ing node roles, they all follow or try to approximate these
criteria. For example, RoleSim [35], a role similarity metric
satisfying Axiomatic Role Similarity Properties, meets regular
equivalence criteria via an iteratively computing process.

There are some other methods for role mining by
using graph-based or feature-based structural similarities.
ReFeX [23] is a recursive feature aggregation method that can
obtain rich structural information. RolX [24] and GLRD [38]
capture structural similarity by decomposing the ReFeX-based
feature matrix. RC-Joint [39] aims to simultaneously detect
communities and roles. While detecting roles, it leverages
minwise hash signatures to effectively approximate the role
similarity. REACT [40] and struc2gauss [41] take advantage
of RoleSim and map the similarity between nodes into vec-
tor space. RIDεRs parties a network via ε-Equitable partitions
and mines roles based on global features.

B. NE for Structural Similarity

Recently, motivated by NE, several methods have been
proposed to preserve the structural similarity of the network
and used for role discovery.

SNS [26] was first proposed to perform NE using structural
information to enhance its quality, and essentially increases
the stability of embeddings by means of structural similar-
ity information. Struc2vec [30] transforms neighbor-degree-
based similarity to edge weights in a hierarchy of complete
graphs, and language models are utilized for embedding.
Role2vec [42] replaces the input of language models with
motif-count-based indicators. DRNE [20] learns a represen-
tation of each node by aggregating the embeddings of its
neighborhoods in a recursive way. HONE [27] is a higher order
network representation learning method for node embedding,
which leverages multiple weighted motif adjacency matrices
to capture the notion of structural roles. NRDR [28] learns
the role-based embeddings based on two objectives: one is
the cascade modeling objective, which aims to maximize the
possibility of observed cascades, and the other is the matrix
factorization objective, which aims to reconstruct structural
proximities. GraphWave [43] leverages heat-wavelet diffusion
patterns to represent nodes and treat them as distributions.
SEGK [44] computes the structural similarity between nodes
by applying graph kernel methods on node-centric subgraphs
and generates embeddings by matrix factorization. SPaE [29]
is a hybrid NE method based on the concept of the graphlet
degree vector, which unifies both the structural proximity and
similarity, simultaneously.

C. Autoencoder for Complex Networks

For its ability to model the high-order nonlinear character-
istics of the network, the autoencoder [10], [45] framework
and its extensions have been developed for NE.

SDNE [10] was first designed to incorporate the first-
and second-order proximity of the network into the encoder–
decoder framework and capture the network structure as
semisupervised and unsupervised forms, respectively. The
triplet enhanced autoencoder [46] can capture the topological
structure and preserve the discriminative information based on
metric learning. AAANE [47] consists of an attention-based
autoencoder that constrains the posterior distribution of the
latent embeddings and an adversarial regularization that con-
strains the prior distribution to be consistent and, thus, it can
promote the collaboration of different scales for robust embed-
dings. Inspired by VAEs, Zhu et al. [11] proposed DVNE for
NE in the Wasserstein spaces, which learned a Gaussian dis-
tribution for each node and preserved the transitivity of the
network. Chen et al. [48] proposed variational graph embed-
ding and clustering with the Laplacian eigenmaps, which was
a generative model based on the VAE. The adversarial learn-
ing principle was introduced into the NE [49] and then the
adversarially regularized graph autoencoder and autoencoder
were proposed in [50] and [51], respectively. A general frame-
work was proposed in [52] to scale the autoencoder and VAE
to graphs with millions of nodes and edges by optimizing the
reconstruction loss from nodes and propagating embeddings
in the entire graph.

However, almost all the aforementioned methods are mainly
designed for capturing the proximity in the network and cannot
model the structural similarity and role discovery.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will introduce some notations and defi-
nitions about NE of role discovery, and then give the detailed
construction process of the proposed framework, including the
feature extraction module, encoder–decoder process, and role
attention mechanism. Finally, we show how to optimize the
loss function and its computational complexity.

A. Notations and Definitions

Given an undirected and unweighted network G = (V, E),
we denote V as the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V as
the set of edges. We define the neighbors of node i as
N (i) = {j|(i, j) ∈ E}, and also use A to represent the adjacency
matrix, where Ai,j = 1 means {(i, j) ∈ E} and Ai,j = 0 other-
wise. NE is usually denoted to learn a mapping F : V → R

d,
where d � |V| is the dimension of embedding and n = |V|
is the number of nodes. The symbols and their definitions are
listed in Table I, which will be used in the following sections.
Noting that our method can be easily extended to directed and
weighted networks.

Definition 1 (Network Embedding): Given the topology
information (such as the adjacency matrix) of the network G,
the NE aims to learn a continuous vector zi for each node i
of G, such that the vectors can reveal the statistical structural
characteristics of the network.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed framework RDAA. It includes the following parts: (a) Extracting high-dimensional role-based features from the network.
(b) Encoding these features into a low-dimensional embedding space and reconstructing the structural features. (c) Leveraging the mechanism of role attention
to describe the varying dependencies based on the autoencoder process. (d) Applying to downstream machine-learning tasks, for example, role discovery or
classification.

TABLE I
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

Definition 2 (Role Discovery Guided Network Embedding):
Role discovery or structural similarity-based NE can be gen-
erally defined as the process of dividing nodes into equivalent
classes. Let r(i) be the role of node i, the NE for role discovery
apply oneself to learn embedding vector zj such that

r(i) = r(j)⇔ S
(
zi, zj

) ≈ 1 (1)

where S(·) is a function to measure the similarity of embed-
ding zi and zj. If the two nodes have the same roles, their
embedding vectors should be more similar.

According to the above definitions and problem formula-
tion, given any network G, our purpose is to learn embedding
vectors of each node based on the set of edges. Meanwhile, we
need to preserve the similarity between nodes i and j with the
same role or the identical structural in the embedding space,
that is, zi and zj should be close. It should be emphasized that
our problem is different from the classic NE, in which the
node embeddings are nearly only if they are proximity. Based
on these embeddings, we can discover the role of nodes in the
networks by any clustering method, for example, the k-means
clustering.

B. Overall Framework

The illustration of our framework RDAA is shown in Fig. 2.
First of all, we adopt a recursive feature extraction algo-
rithm to extract high-dimensional features that can reveal role
information. Then, we leverage the autoencoder framework to
encode the network into a latent space and design an atten-
tion mechanism to effectively depict the varying dependencies
between each node and its neighbors. Finally, by designing an
ingenious technique, we jointly optimize the autoencoder and
role attention mechanism to obtain the embeddings. In fact,
we use the information of the network topology from two per-
spectives, that is: 1) the feature extraction and 2) the attention
mechanism.

C. Role Feature Extraction

Since nodes having the same role are usually not in proxim-
ity, that is, they are far away in the network, so the adjacency
matrix (a high-dimensional feature describing network topol-
ogy structure), is very weak in extracting role-based features.
So, we introduce a way to extract high-dimensional structural
features, the dimension of which is less than |V|. Among
countless feature extraction methods, we have adopted the
recursive feature extraction method as described in [23]. This
method aggregates local and neighborhood features in a recur-
sive way to capture global structural information, which allows
sufficient role features to be extracted. Specifically, for each
node, it first generates primary features by counting its adja-
cent edges and that in the egonet of the node. Then, it
aggregates the primary features recursively by applying some
simple aggregation operators on the egonets, for example, sum
and mean operators. Apparently, as the number of recursions
increases, higher order structural properties could be captured.
We report the process of it in Algorithm 1.

D. Encoder–Decoder

Although the RDAA model is flexible in feature extraction,
in order to embed various features into a low-dimensional vec-
tor space and integrate the role attention mechanism described
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Algorithm 1 Extraction Process of Role Features
Input: Adjacency matrix A of G; the number of iterations T .
Output: The role feature vector xi for each node i ∈ V .

1: Compute the vector x(0)
i for each node including node

degree, egonet edge number and clustering coefficient;
2: xi ← x(0)

i ;
3: for t = 1 to T do
4: for i ∈ V do
5: Aggregate neighborhood features by concatenating

their sum and mean values as x(t)
i ←

∑
j∈N (i) xj ◦∑

j∈N (i) xj/|N (i)|;
6: xi ← xi ◦ x(t)

i .
7: end for
8: end for
9: return The role features {xi}ni=1.

in the next section, here we introduce and extend the deep
autoencoder for role feature reconstruction.

The encoder consists of a multilayer perceptron, which
encodes the features into a low-dimensional representation.
To be specific, given feature xi, the hidden representations for
each layer can be expressed as

h(1)
i = tanh

(
W(1)xi + b(1)

)
(2)

h(k)
i = tanh

(
W(k)h(k−1)

i + b(k)
)
, k = 2, . . . , K (3)

where xi represents the high-dimensional feature of node i.
With the part of an encoder, we can generate the node

embedding zi = h(K)
i of i. Then, the reconstructed data x̂i

can be obtained by reversing the process of the encoder as
follows:

ĥ(k−1)
i = tanh

(
Ŵ(k)ĥ(k)

i + b̂(k)
)
, k = K, . . . , 2 (4)

x̂i = tanh
(

Ŵ(1)ĥ(1) + b̂(1)
)

(5)

where the node embedding zi is denoted as ĥ(K)
i for conve-

nience.
The goal of the structure of encoder–decoder is to obtain

the low-dimensional representations by minimizing the error
between input features and the reconstructed data. The loss
function of reconstruction is expressed as follows:

LAE =
n∑

i=1

∥∥xi − x̂i
∥∥2

2. (6)

Minimizing the reconstruction loss causes the representa-
tion of the node to smoothly capture the data manifolds and
maintain the role features of the nodes in the low-dimensional
space. However, considering that if there are a large num-
ber of zero elements in the features, our model would easily
reconstruct the zero elements in xi, which is not desirable.
To solve this issue, we introduce coefficients to correct the
reconstruction loss function as follows:

LAE =
n∑

i=1

∥
∥(

xi − x̂i
)� β i

∥
∥2

2 (7)

where � means the Hadamard product. Let xil denote the lth
element in xi and β il denotes the lth element in β i, then if xil =
0,β il = 1, else β il = β > 1, where β is a hyperparameter
to control the contribution of nonzero elements. In fact, by
introducing β i for each node i, we can capture the different
importance of different nodes.

E. Role Attention Mechanism

As mentioned in Section I, we have defined NE guided by
role discovery or structural similarity. According to Definition
2, we constraint the node embedding in a recursive way by
integrating its neighbor embeddings. Then, we can design a
loss function based on the structural similarity constraint as
follows:

Lrole =
n∑

i=1

(∥∥zi − G({
zj|j ∈ N (i)

})∥∥2
2

)
(8)

where G : {zj|(j) ∈ V} → R
d is an aggregate function used

to aggregate the embeddings of neighbors. Obviously, node
embedding can preserve local role information through G or
obtain global role similarity information by updating the node
embedding iteratively, which is consistent with the structural
similarity for NE.

As we all known, the role of a node is closely related to the
part of its neighborhood. As shown in Fig. 1, the role of node
f depends on the red nodes surrounding it, while the roles of
nodes e and u have little to do with the role of node f . In order
to depict the varying dependencies between each node and its
neighbors, we design an attention mechanism that allows for
dealing with variably sized inputs and focusing on the most
relevant parts of the input. We perform self-attention [53] on
the nodes to compute attention-relevant coefficients

eij = a
(
zi, zj

)
(9)

where a : Rd × R
d → R is a shared attention mechanism.

Unlike traditional attention mechanisms, we only focus on
the neighbor nodes. Therefore, we only calculate eij on the
neighbors, and then normalize them across all choices of j
leveraging the softmax function as follows:

αij = softmaxj
(
eij

)

= exp
(
ReLU

(
q
[
zi ⊕ zj

]))

∑
k∈N (i) exp(ReLU(q[zi ⊕ zk]))

(10)

where query vector q ∈ R
2d is a weight vector and ⊕ rep-

resents the concatenation operation. Then, we define G by
leveraging the normalized coefficient to calculate the linear
combination of neighbor’s node representations as follows:

z′i = G({
zj|j ∈ N (i)

}) = σ

⎛

⎝
∑

j∈N (i)

αijzj

⎞

⎠ (11)

where σ is the sigmoid activation function. Then, the loss
function based on the structural similarity constraint of the
role attention mechanism can be expressed as

Lrole =
n∑

i=1

(∥∥zi − z′i
∥∥2

2

)
. (12)
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Algorithm 2 Optimization Algorithm for the RDAA
Input: G = (V, E): the network;

K: the layer number of encoder and decoder;
β: the balance parameter of AE’s reconstruction loss;
λ: the weight of loss function Lrole;
γ : the weight of loss function Lreg.

Output: Embeddings {zi}ni=1.

1: Extract structural features {xi}ni=1 via Algorithm 1;
2: Initialize the parameters of AE & attention mechanism;
3: for each epoch do
4: Encode features {xi}ni=1 into embeddings {zi}ni=1.
5: Decode {zi}ni=1 into reconstructed features {x̂i}ni=1;
6: Combine attentional neighbor embeddings as {z′i}ni=1;
7: Compute losses LAE, Lrole and Lreg;
8: Compute combined loss L and update all the parameters

through backpropagation by minimizing it;
9: end for

10: Apply the optimized parameters to generate final embed-
dings through the encoder;

11: return embeddings {zi}ni=1.

F. Joint Training

Through the two parts of loss functions, we can jointly
optimize the unified deep learning framework consisting of the
autoencoder and role attention mechanism. In order to prevent
overfitting and further improve the robustness of RDAA, we
define a regularizer as follows:

Lreg =
K∑

k=1

(∥∥
∥W(k)

∥∥
∥

2

F
+

∥∥
∥Ŵ(k)

∥∥
∥

2

F
+

∥∥
∥b(k)

∥∥
∥

2

2
+

∥∥
∥b̂(k)

∥∥
∥

2

2

)

+ ‖q‖22. (13)

Then, the final joint loss function is designed as

L = LAE + γLrole + λLreg (14)

where γ and λ are the weights of Lrole and Lreg, respectively.
We first generate feature matrix X through Algorithm 1 as

the input of our model RDAA, and then randomly initialize
all parameters of the model (W(k), b(k), Ŵ(k), b̂(k), and q).
For each node vi, we can generate its embedding zi as the
last layer of the encoder through (3), which is used for recon-
structing its feature xi. To leverage the attention mechanism,
we assign weight αij of its neighbor vj through (10), and then
obtain intermediate results to compute Lloss. Through the joint
training of (14), we cleverly integrate the autoencoder and role
attention mechanisms. After obtaining the final loss L, we can
calculate the gradients of other parameters and use the back-
propagation mechanism to update them to minimize it. We
repeat this process many times until the loss converges. Finally,
we apply the trained parameters to generate node embeddings.

G. Computational Complexity Analysis

The algorithm to optimize the objective function can be
seen in Algorithm 2. For each node, the highest of time com-
plexity is to calculate the normalized attention coefficient α,
which is O(Dd), where D is the maximum degree of nodes

and d is the dimension of embedding, and then training and
updating parameters take O(Dd2). Thus, the overall time com-
plexity is denoted as O(|V|Dd2). Since the dimension d of
node embedding is usually set to a small number and the
degrees of most nodes are small, the time complexity of our
algorithm is O(|V|), which is linear with the number of nodes
|V| for large-scale networks.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first introduce the commonly used
datasets and baselines in our experiments. Then, we conduct
visualization, structural role classification, and role discov-
ery experiments, respectively. Furthermore, we analyze its
sensitivity across two parameters.

A. Datasets and Metrics

Extensive experiments are conducted on several widely used
real-world networks, which are listed as follows.

1) Barbell Graph [20]: It consists of two complete graphs
C1 and C2 that connected by a path P. In our experi-
ments, we use a barbell graph in which C1, C2, and P
are all composed of ten nodes, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

2) American, European, and Brazilian Air-Traffic
Network [20]: They are three air-traffic networks
in which nodes refer to airports labeled according to the
number of airplanes or personnel, and edges represent
the existing flights between airports.

3) Actor Co-Occurrence Network [25]: In this network,
nodes are actors, and edges between them mean that
there is a co-occurrence of two actors appear on the
same Wiki page. These actors are classified according
to the word count on their pages.

4) Ca-Netscience Network [54], [55]: It describes the co-
authorship of scientists engaged in the network theory
and experiments, where nodes and links denote authors
and cooperative relationships, respectively.

All these data are dedicated to role discovery and structural
similarity, and the ground truth of these data comes from its
original paper. In our quantitative experiments for classifica-
tion, we use F1-micro and F1-macro as evaluation indicators,
which are expressed as follows:

F1-micro = 2× P-micro× R-micro

P-micro+ R-micro
(15)

F1-macro = 2× P-macro× R-macro

P-macro+ R-macro
(16)

where P-micro, R-micro, P-macro, and R-macro are the macro-
scopic precision, macroscopic recall, microcosmic precision,
and microcosmic recall [56], respectively, which are calculated
based on the confusion matrix of classification.

B. Experimental Settings

To empirically evaluate the effectiveness of the RDAA
model, we compare it with widely used embedding algorithms,
including five proximity-based methods and eight role-based
embedding methods. Their mechanisms are introduced here.
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Fig. 3. Visualization results on the Barbell network. Nodes with the same color indicate that their roles are the same. (a) Topology structure of Barbell
graph. (b)–(o) Visualization based on different NE methods. For it is a small network, here we set d = 2.

1) Node2vec [6]: It samples DFS-biased and BFS-biased
random walks to preserve the proximity information.
The proximity is mapped into vector space via the Skip-
Gram model with nodes in walks treated as words in
sentences.

2) LINE [3]: This method obtains representations by learn-
ing two kinds of relations: a) adjacence and b) triads. In
specific, it uses empirical probabilities called first and
second-order proximities to measure these relations and
reconstructs them via the inner product of embeddings.

3) SDNE [10]: This method reconstructs the first-order
and second-order proximities as LINE does, but via an
autoencoder and Laplacian regularization.

4) GraLSP [57]: This method utilizes anonymous walks
to express local structure. The anonymous walks are
encoded into vector space for enhancing the aggregation
part of graph neural networks via an attention mecha-
nism. In addition, an objective for preserving walk-based
similarity is proposed in GraLSP.

5) GraphSTONE [58]: GraphSTONE introduces topic
models into graphs where it treats nodes as words and
treats anonymous walks as documents. The structural
topics are embedded via NMF and integrated with the
GNN aggregator.

6) Struc2vec [30]: For struc2vec, a multilayer graph is
first built based on degree-based distances to preserve

structural similarities. Then, it applies random walks and
a language model like node2vec.

7) DRNE [20]: DRNE aims to learn embeddings meeting
regular equivalence, that is, equivalent nodes have equiv-
alent neighbors, which leads to a recursive architecture
of layer-normalized LSTMs. In addition, a degree-
based regularizer is designed for avoiding undesired
solutions.

8) GraphWave [43]: GraphWave computes the empirical
characteristic function of wavelet distributions as struc-
tural embeddings, as the wavelet distributions indicate
how energy spreads on the node-centered subgraphs.

9) RolX [24]: RolX is a classic method that factorizes an
extracted structural feature matrix. The features of one
node are attained by recursively aggregating its neigh-
bors’ features. As these features can finely characterize
the local structure, we introduce them into our method.

10) Struc2gauss [41]: This method applies an algorithm,
called RoleSim, which is designed for capturing regular
equivalence, to compute pairwise similarity. It optimizes
a KL-energy function empirically to learn the Gaussian
embeddings.

11) SEGK [44]: SEGK introduces graph kernels into pair-
wise similarity computation. Similarities between differ-
ent hops of neighborhoods are fused. It decomposes the
fused similarity matrix into an embedding matrix.
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TABLE II
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND NEURAL-NETWORK STRUCTURES FOR EACH DATA

12) RIDεRs [22]: This method combines the idea of epsilon
equitable partitions with which it generates structural
features. Embeddings are obtained via matrix factoriza-
tion.

13) RESD [59]: RESD leverages the VAE on structural
features to decrease noises and adds a regularizer to
preserve the node degree, which is lost in the encoding
process.

In the following experiments on role classification and dis-
covery, the embedding dimension of all the baseline methods is
set to 128 except for GraphWave and RIDεRs. GraphWave sets
the default dimension to 100 while the dimension of RIDεRs
is unfixed. To make the random walks of node2vec more BFS-
biased, its two hyperparameters p and q are set to 1 and 2,
respectively. Other parameters stay the same as the default val-
ues mentioned in their original paper. From the perspective of
embedding mechanism, node2vec, struc2vec, and struc2gauss
are based on the random walk, LINE, GraphWave, SEGK,
RIDεRs, and RolX are from the low-rank matrix factorization,
SDNE, DRNE, GraLSP, GraphSTONE, and RESD are moti-
vated by the deep learning. The RDAA framework includes
a multilayer deep neural network, and its settings on differ-
ent datasets are listed in Table II. For the proposed RDAA
model, we set the hyperparameter β = 3, the weight of
loss function Lrole γ = 15, and the weight of loss func-
tion Lreg λ = 0.02. The Adadelta optimization algorithm [60]
is adopted to train the model. We have shared the code on
https://github.com/cspjiao/RDAA.

C. Visualization

To illustrate the beneficial performance of the RDAA model
when compared to some baselines on role discovery, we con-
duct several visualization experiments on the Barbell graph
as shown in Fig. 3, from which we can draw important
observations as follows.

1) The RDAA model performs much better than LINE,
node2vec, SDNE, GraLSP, and GraphSTONE, because
the role discovery guided NE can make the nodes with
the same role closer in the embedding space. LINE can-
not explore the similarity of networks very well since
it only considers the pairwise proximities. Although
node2vec considers structural similarity, it still cannot
capture global structural similarity information regard-
less of different combinations of model parameters p
and q. SDNE is designed to model the nonlinearity of
the network and it seems to project the nodes with the

same roles into nearby points, but it assigns almost all
the nodes on the path P together, this is obviously wrong.
GraLSP and GraphSTONE can effectively capture prox-
imities in the networks, but fail to embed role-oriented
networks in this field.

2) Although DRNE, RolX, struc2gauss, and RESD attempt
to learn the structural features of nodes belonging to
the same roles, they all fail to capture the characteris-
tics of the nodes of two regiments. DRNE focuses on
the influence of the node degree and ignores high-order
properties and the nodes are obviously divided into two
parts: a) the nodes on the path and b) the two cliques.
RolX is based on feature extraction and non-negative
matrix factorization, ignoring the nonlinear structure of
the network. struc2guass computes role similarities via
RoleSim, which is hard to be discriminated the deli-
cate role differences of the nodes in the path. RESD
focuses on reconstructing the features while ignoring the
dependency between nodes

3) Relatively speaking, the SEGK, RIDεRs, and RDAA
models are more powerful to discriminate the nodes in
the path P. They all discover the nodes of the same
role, especially the two regiments, as shown in Fig. 3.
This is because these methods can effectively model the
similarity characteristics of nodes and learn the embed-
ding guided by role discovery. However, the other two
methods will more or less lose some node information
because they are overfitting the network.

4) It should be emphasized that the struc2vec and
GraphWave are the closest to our method, however, their
vectors of cyan nodes are inferior to our method. In
addition, these two methods have higher complexity.

D. Experiments on Role Classification

To evaluate the role-based embedding quantitatively, we
conduct experiments on structural role classification, which
is the most important and intuitive task. We evaluate the abil-
ity and performance of the RDAA model on the American,
European, and Brazilian air-traffic networks and the Actor co-
occurrence network based on predicting the roles of nodes.
For each of the baselines and the RDAA model, we randomly
sample 10%–90% of the learned embeddings as the training
set for training a simple logistic regression classifier and regard
the other part as the test set for evaluating the performance.
We take ten-fold cross-validation and report the mean value in
the same strategy as the other methods. Finally, we evaluate
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Performance of different embedding methods on structural role classification in four different real-world networks. The results are computed based
on the F1-micro and F1-macro via means of tenfold cross-validation. (a) American air-traffic network. (b) European air-traffic network. (c) Brazilian air-traffic
network. (d) Actor co-occurrence network.

the performance with F1-micro and F1-macro. The detailed
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4, from which we have
the following observations.

Generally speaking, our proposed RDAA is superior to
almost all the baselines on the four networks, indicating
that RDAA performs effectively on structural role classifica-
tion and can predict the role very well. Only the RIDεRs
has a slight advantage over the Brazilian air-traffic network.
RESD has competitive results on this task on these networks.
The node2vec and LINE models have poor performance
for that they focus on the proximity and ignore the struc-
tural similarity of nodes. SDNE has poor performance on
the Brazilian air-traffic and Actor co-occurrence networks.
All other methods for role-based embedding are second-best
level and stable on the role classification. Specifically, all the
methods show greater F1 scores on the American air-traffic
network than the European air-traffic network. Simultaneously,
the RDAA model achieves greater performance improve-
ments on the American air-traffic network. Due to the
complex structure of the American air-traffic network, our
role attention mechanism is able to reveal the varying
dependencies between the node and its neighbors more
precisely.

Furthermore, we employ statistical tests to see the signif-
icance and stability of the RDAA model and we compare
it with ten other baselines on the American, European, and
Brazilian air-traffic networks and the Actor co-occurrence
network. Here, we set the proportion of training set as 0.7
with 20 random runs. The performance on the F1-micro and

F1-macro is shown in Table III, in which the means and the
standard deviations of the results for each method on different
datasets are listed. It is easy to know that the standard devi-
ations of all the methods are relatively small and there is no
obvious difference.

Besides, we also compare the results with several variants
of RDAA (some ablation experiments). Here, RDAE denotes
the model without Lrole, where we have deleted the part of
attention. On the other hand, we evaluate another type of loss
function of LAE in RDMAA, in which we replace it with
LAE =∑n

i=1 |(xi − x̂i)� β i|. Based on the two ablation mod-
els and the results in Table III, we know that RDAA has
obvious advantages and shows that every part of it is effec-
tive. Furthermore, we also report the running time of all these
methods in Table IV, our method has a compromise level.

E. Parameters Sensitivity

In this part, we investigate whether and how the parameters
affect performance. Specifically, we evaluate the effective-
ness of the dimensions d of the node representations, and
the hyperparameters β and γ . We apply the structural role
classification task on the American, European, and Brazilian
air-traffic networks, respectively.

From Fig. 5(a), we observe that the performance is sig-
nificantly improved initially while the dimension d increases.
Then, the effect tends to be stable when the dimension is
greater than 16, which proves the robustness and effectiveness
of the RDAA model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis based on the F1-micro and F1-macro of parameters with respect to the number of dimension d, and hyperparameters γ and β,
respectively. (a) Number of dimension d. (b) Hyperparameter γ . (c) Hyperparameter β.

Fig. 5(b) indicates that with the increase of the hyperparam-
eter γ that controls the contribution of Lrole, the performance
first increases and then gradually flattens out. The increase in
performance demonstrates the effectiveness of the role atten-
tion mechanism in the RDAA model. When γ = 15, our
method has the best performance on all the networks with
regard to both F1-micro and F1-macro metrics.

Fig. 5(c) shows the impact of the hyperparameter β, which
is used to penalize the nonzero elements harder than zero ele-
ments on the reconstruction error. On the whole, our method
can achieve almost the best performance when β = 3.

F. Efficient versus Effective

As depicted in Fig. 6, we provide a comparison of embed-
ding time and classification results of different methods on the
European and American air-traffic network. It can be observed
that there exists a tradeoff between the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of these methods. On the one hand, our RDAA model
has the best classification results among all the methods, which

demonstrate the superiority effectiveness of RDAA for role
discovery. On the other hand, the embedding time for RDAA
is slightly longer than that of SEGK and struc2gauss, which
means the efficiency of RDAA is not as good as SEGK and
struc2gauss; however, it is within an acceptable range. The
RESD has competitive performance and slightly more efficient
compared to the RDAA.

On the whole, the RDAA model achieves the best
performance in terms of the F1-micro score with only a small
portion of embedding time sacrificed.

G. Case Study: Role Discovery

A case study on the ca-netscience network is conducted to
show the effectiveness of the RDAA model for role discov-
ery. We first train the model on this network and generate
a representation for each node. Then, we assign roles for
them as the task of clustering through the K-Means model. By
doing this, the performance of these methods can be evaluated
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TABLE III
STRUCTURAL ROLE CLASSIFICATION THAT IDENTIFIES STRUCTURALLY SIMILAR NODES. THE PERFORMANCE REPORTED IS THE AVERAGE AND

STANDARD DEVIATION OF F1-MICRO AND F1-MACRO SCORES FOR 20 RUNS WITH 70 PERCENT OF TRAINING SAMPLES

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Comparison of embedding time and classification results of different methods. (a) European air-traffic network. (b) American air-traffic network.

by analyzing whether the embeddings reflect the structural
similarities.

Intuitively, we can observe from Fig. 7 that node2vec, LINE,
and SDNE cannot conduct role mining through clustering.
SDNE is obviously a community-based embedding method
since the network is partitioned into several subgraphs in

which nodes are densely connected. Since LINE can only
preserve the first-order and second-order proximities in a shal-
low manner, the nodes in the same colors usually occur as
neighbors or have the same neighbors. Both GraLSP and
GraphSTONE learn proximity-oriented results for the local
propagation mechanism in graph neural networks. Due to our
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
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Fig. 7. Case study of role discovery on the ca-netscience network, where the color of the node represents the category of the role. (a) Topological structure
of the network. (b)–(o) Results of role discovery based on different methods, and we highlight some results with a few rectangles.

TABLE IV
RUNNING TIME (S) OF DIFFERENT METHODS. THE OT MEANS IT IS

BEYOND OUR TOLERANCE

BFS-biased parameter setting, node2vec shows limited abil-
ity to capture structural information: almost all colors appear
in each local part; however, no significant patterns can be
observed. The results of DRNE, struc2vec, and RIDεRs show

a strong correlation with node degrees, which is mainly depen-
dent on their degree-based processes. While DRNE also colors
some nodes in a similar way to struc2gauss as they are
both designed to capture regular equivalence. RolX, struc2vec,
SEGK, and RIDεRs cluster nodes in a very hard way due
to their shallow and hard structural information computation,
which makes the visualization results look a little chaotic.
RESD divides the nodes with the same degrees into one clus-
ter for its direct regularization term. On the contrary, the
performance of GraphWave and our RDAA is superior to other
embedding methods, especially on the subgraphs highlighted
by black rectangles. However, our RDAA also performs much
better than GraphWave on distinguishing star and clique-like
subgraphs. All these results demonstrate that the RDAA model
can more effectively mine the roles of the nodes.

V. CONCLUSION

This article proposed a unified deep learning framework
for role discovery and structural similarity guided NE, which
integrates the autoencoder and role attention mechanisms. In
particular, the proposed role attention mechanism effectively
depicts the varying dependencies between each node and its
neighbor nodes. We also designed an elaborately binding tech-
nique that combines the two parts together and optimizes
the proposed framework in a unified way. The experimental
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results demonstrated the effectiveness of the RDAA model
since it does capture some unique information. Furthermore,
the proposed RDAA model can easily be extended to different
forms. First, the feature extraction can be replaced in any way
that could indicate the role-based structural features. Then,
the autoencoder process can be interchanged by the VAE,
graph convolutional networks, or others. Moreover, we can
expand RDAA to large-scale networks in a manner similar to
the degeneracy framework [52].

One disadvantage is that the proposed model is a relatively
independent module for feature extraction; however, how to
design an end-to-end framework for the RDAA model is a
potential research point. In the future, we will study how to
improve RDAA so that it can be applied to role discovery for
both nodes and edges, and we also plan to extend the proposed
model to a multilayer network and dynamic network analysis.
Moreover, quantitative evaluation is also a research direction
for this problem.
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